Enhancing quality using the inspection program (EQUIP) augments the FDA/MQSA program ensuring image quality review and implementation of corrective processes. We compared technical recalls between digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) and full-field digital mammography (FFDM). Prospectively recorded technical recalls of consecutive screening mammograms (10/2013 -12/2017) were compared for imaging modality [FFDM, DBT + FFDM, DBT + synthesized mammography (SynM)], images requested, and indication(s) (motion, positioning, technical/artifact). Chi-squared tests evaluated statistical significance between proportions. Of 48,324 screening mammograms, 277 (0.57%) patients were recalled for 360 indications with 371 repeated views. DBT exams had significantly less recalls compared to FFDM (X 2 ¼ 25.239; p ¼ 0 < 0.001). 98 (27.2%) recalls were for motion, 192 (53.3%) positioning, and 70 (19.4%) technique/artifacts. Theses indications for technical recall were compared for FFDM, DBT + FFDM, and DBT + SynM. There were significant differences in the indications for technical recall prior to and after implementing DBT + SynM (X 2 ¼ 18.719; p < 0.001).
Introduction
Screening mammography for breast cancer detection in asymptomatic women is the only modality that has been shown in large randomized control trial to decrease cancer mortality. 1 Women who have cancers detected by screening mammography have higher survival rates compared to unscreened women due to the smaller tumor size and stage at detection. [2] [3] [4] [5] Quality assurance of screening mammography is essential for accurate mammographic interpretation. 6 Improper mammographic positioning can result in the exclusion of tissue and potentially missed cancers. [7] [8] [9] Delays in cancer detection due to observer error and technical issues have been reported in 22% of screen-detected cancers and 35% of interval breast cancers, 10 emphasizing the importance of mammographic quality.
In 1992, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA) was enacted to set comprehensive quality standards for all aspects of mammography, 11, 12 and compliance requirements for all facilities performing breast imaging. Analog imaging was standard in breast imaging at that time. As a supplement to the MQSA accreditation process, the American College of Radiology Mammography Accreditation Program (ACRMAP) assures the quality of images acquired at each facility by reviewing an example of the facility's clinical images from each unit on a triannual renewal cycle. Clinical images are assessed based on eight image features: positioning, compression, exposure, contrast, sharpness, noise, artifacts, and labeling. 13 Despite the success of the MQSA and ACRMAP in improving and standardizing the quality of mammographic imaging, the most common technical failure of the ACR clinical image quality review is poor positioning. 6, 8, [14] [15] [16] Even with the expansion of digital imaging, several studies demonstrated that poor positioning led to undetected cancers in both 2-D full-field digital mammography (FFDM), 14 and digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT). 17, 18 One weakness of the ACR clinical image review is that it takes place only at the time of initial certification and renewal (every 3 years). In addition, there is no correctiveaction process that involves all interpreting physicians and technologists. In January 2017, the Enhancing Quality Using the Inspection Program (EQUIP) was established to augment the FDA's MQSA program to ensure continuous image quality review and implement processes for corrective action. 19 This program enforces that image quality is the combined responsibility of technologists and radiologists, and defines a method to provide feedback that generates necessary improvements. 6, 19 A standard mammogram includes craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral oblique (MLO) views of each breast to maximize the amount of breast tissue imaged ( Fig. 1 ). Mammographic quality "positioning standards" are evaluated for each mammographic view. The CC view should have the nipple centered and in profile and include the medial and lateral borders of the breast. [20] [21] [22] The MLO view is acquired with an angle range from 30 to 70 deg depending on the patient's body habitus. The MLO should include the pectoral muscle with a wide superior border and convex anterior border. The inframammary fold (IMF) should be open visualizing the top of the abdomen and without folds. The anterior breast should be compressed and not drooping. [20] [21] [22] The CC and MLO are together evaluated to ensure that the maximal amount of breast tissue is imaged through the evaluation of the posterior nipple line (PNL). The PNL measurement is the distance from the nipple to the edge of the image (or edge of visualized pectoralis muscle) on the CC view, and the distance from the nipple to the pectoralis muscle on the MLO view ( Fig. 1 ). These two measurements should be within 1 cm of length. [20] [21] [22] Additionally, the pectoralis muscle should extend inferior to at least the level of the PNL on the MLO view to ensure adequate inclusion of posterior tissue.
Simultaneous with the implementation of the EQUIP program, substantive changes in screening mammography technology have been adopted. With the implementation of digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), there have been several imaging techniques available beyond digital 2-D techniques (FFDM). During early implementation, DBT imaging was combined with FFDM. Following FDA approval, a synthesized mammogram (SynM) is reconstructed from the acquired digital tomosynthesis data. SynMs have replaced FFDM in the DBT exam and also reduced patient radiation exposure. Now, there is an important opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the impact that current imaging technology has upon technical recalls/failures. There is little data on how these modalities and imaging techniques affect the radiologist's and technologist's assessment of image quality. The purpose of this study is to compare the impact of three categories of technical recalls (motion, positioning, and artifacts) between FFDM screening mammography and DBT, including both DBT with FFDM and DBT with SynM.
Methods
This HIPAA-compliant study was exempt from IRB review. Technical recalls from consecutive digital screening mammograms performed at our three imaging sites between October 2013 and December 2017, were reviewed for imaging modality (FFDM, DBT + FFDM, DBT + SynM), repeat imaging views requested, and indication(s) for technical recall as prospectively dictated in the mammography report and recorded in an on-line quality assurance (QA) program. Technical recalls were submitted from eight breast-imaging radiologists with a range of 3 to 30 years of experience in interpreting mammographic studies.
Mammographic imaging was performed on Hologic Selenia Dimensions later converted to Hologic 3Dimensions™. DBT images were initially interpreted on a dedicated Hologic Workstation. On July 24, 2015, our McKesson PACS workstations were upgraded to McKesson Radiology Mammography Plus™ that allowed DBT imaging to be interpreted on PACS workstations in conjunction with the patient's other imaging files. This made image interpretation more efficient, however, the projection images acquired at the time of DBT images were no longer available for review. For each technical recall, case identifiers that were collected to provide review of the images and dictated report included: date, imaging modality (FFDM, DBT + FFDM, DBT + SynM), the imaging site, technologist, and interpreting physician. Each technical recall included a request for the image(s) to be repeated and the indication(s). The image requested included right craniocaudal (RCC), right mediolateral oblique (RMLO), left craniocaudal (LCC), and left mediolateral oblique (LMLO). The indications for technical recall were grouped into three large categories: motion, positioning, and technique/artifacts. Positioning reasons for a technical recall included deficient tissue (posterior, lateral, medial, superior/axillary tail, and inferior), need for more pectoralis muscle, nipple not seen in profile, inability to see surgical clips or the lumpectomy site, and poor visualization of the IMF. The breakdown of reasons for technique/artifacts was artifacts, collimator issues, suboptimal tissue penetration, inadequate implant technique, deodorant artifact, and skin folds.
In October 2013, the three breast imaging facilities in our organization were updated with the capability of performing both FFDM and DBT imaging. After the implementation of DBT, patients were given the opportunity of having screening mammograms performed with FFDM or DBT. In the early adoption of DBT, screening mammograms with DBT were performed as a combination of FFDM and DBT. Later, a SynM rendered from the DBT data became available. To become accustomed to the SynM, there was an interval during which FFDM, DBT, and SynM were available for all cases. Beginning April 4, 2016, all DBT exams included only SynM.
The percentage of technical recalls was calculated as the number of technical recalls divided by the number of exams (by modality and overall). Within each modality (FFDM, DBT + FFDM, DBT + SynM), the sum of each indication was determined and the percentage of that indication (number of recalls divided by the total number of recalls in that modality) was used for comparison within and between imaging modalities. The percentage (proportion) differences between technical recall indications and modality were evaluated using the "N − 1" Chi-squared test, 23, 24 number of studies performed (technologists, R 2 ¼ 0.0013) or interpreted (radiologists, R 2 ¼ 0.0899) and the number of technical recalls.
Indications for Technical Recall
Of the 360 technical recall indications, there were 293 for FFDM and 69 for DBT. Motion was the cause in 31% (n ¼ 91) of FFDM recalls compared to 10% (n ¼ 7) of DBT recalls (Table 1) . Proportionally, positioning is a significant indication for technical recall for DBT compared to FFDM [80.6% (n ¼ 54) versus 47.1% (n ¼ 138); X 2 ¼ 24.520, p < 0.0001; Fig. 4 ]. The ability to obtain adequate posterior tissue is a major challenge for both FFDM and DBT. dropped from 0.55% (DBT þ FFDM AE SynM) to 0.22% (DBT + SynM) (X 2 ¼ 7.695, p ¼ 0.006).
Shift in technical recall indications
The indications for technical recall for FFDM exams remained constant prior to and after the implementation of DBT + SynM. However, there was a shift in indications for technical recall for DBT cases. After implementation, motion was no longer an indication for DBT technical recall (decrease from 15.6% to 0%;
Indications for positioning increased from 77.8% to 86.4% (p ¼ 0.406), and similarly an increase for technique/artifacts from 6.7% to 13.6% (p ¼ 0.357; Fig. 5 ). This increase in technique/artifact recall was due to recalls for suboptimal penetration of the breast tissue (4.5%) and skin folds (9.1%).
Positioning technical recalls
The percentage of positioning technical recall indications increased for DBT exams with the implementation of the SynM. This was demonstrated with nonsignificant trends toward an increase in percentage of cases recalled for missing pectoralis muscle (8.9% to 18.2%) and also an increase in the percentage of cases lacking complete visualization of the surgical clips/ lumpectomy site (8.9% to 18.2%). The indication for posterior tissue remained the highest positioning indication for technical recall before or after implementation of the SynM (37.8% and 31.8%, respectively). There was a nonsignificant increase in technical recalls for improper visualization of the IMF from 4.4% to 9.1%. Mild declines in technical recalls were seen in the positioning of medial (6.7% to 4.5%) and lateral breast tissue (8.9% to 4.5%). 
Discussion
MQSA's primary goal is to ensure high quality clinical mammographic images. At the 25-year anniversary of MQSA, the Division of Mammographic Quality Standards (DMQS) launched the EQUIP, which became part of the inspection process in 2017. The three components that EQUIP addresses in mammographic quality are: importance of a daily image quality review, regular facility wide quality reviews, and the personnel responsibilities for image quality. 19 It also emphasizes that high quality images are a combined effort of the technologists and radiologists. 6, 19 Our on-line QA program tracks technical recalls and also records the indications for the review. The technologist is informed of the technical recall and the indications. This process aids in determining the factor(s) affecting image quality and provides for appropriate education and training. The results of the overall QA process are reviewed with the technologists.
MQSA determines that if a technologist's repeat/reject analysis is greater than 2% increase, corrective action should be taken. 25 However, MQSA does not provide an acceptable range for technical recalls. This study demonstrated an overall technical recall rate of 0.57%, with a range of 0.11 to 1.39% (average of 0.45%) of mammograms for technologists ( Fig. 2 ) and 0.07% to 0.79% (average of 0.39%) for radiologists ( Fig. 3 ).
There was a higher overall recall rate for FFDM compared to DBT. The technical recall rate further decreased for DBT after implementation of the SynM. Within the categories of technical recall, FFDM had higher technical recall rates for motion and artifacts, whereas DBT exceeded FFDM in positioning technical recalls.
DBT can visualize the skin surface, thus definitively identifying deodorant artifact or skin folds, thereby reducing the need for technical recalls (Fig. 6 ). Although the skin folds are clearly seen on the DBT images, they can create a significant artifact on the SynM compared to that seen on the FFDM and make comparison to the prior mammogram exams suboptimal in some cases. We also found a decrease in technical recalls due to motion using DBT, particularly in combination with SynM without FFDM. Perhaps, DBT and the SynM are not optimally suited to detect motion. Both the SynM and the DBT image stacks for review are created from the acquired projection images. At our institution, our mammograms are viewed on a PACS workstation. For DBT exams, both the SynM and DBT images stacks are available for review, however, the acquired projection images are not. The acquired projection images best demonstrate motion, and their absence may have had an impact on motion detection. Currently, the FDA does not mandate review of the projection images for clinical interpretation.
As DBT increases in clinical practice and replaces the FFDM for screening mammography, it will be important to identify potential causes of technical recalls. Overall, there was a decrease in recalls for DBT + SynM compared with DBT + FFDM and FFDM alone. However, although not significant, there were an increase percentage of cases recalled for missing pectoralis muscle (8.9% to 18.2%; p ¼ 0.274) and cases lacking complete visualization of the surgical clips/lumpectomy site (8.9% to 18.2%; p ¼ 0.274). Although the increase in proportion of recalls for these indications are likely due to a corresponding decrease in indications for motion and technique/ artifacts, this is an aspect of positioning to be monitored and for potential additional training of the technologists. It is also important to note that the major positioning technical recall indication that persisted with DBT was missing posterior tissue, and technologist training in excellent positioning remains critical even as DBT is implemented fully into mammography practices.
Positioning has a great impact on the detection of small and subtle lesions at screening mammography. 22 Positioning that excludes tissues has an impact on missing cancers. 22 Furthermore, high-risk women, including BRCA mutation carriers, have a higher proportion of cancers in the posterior location of the breast. 26 Taplin et al. 14 If the mammogram passed on positioning, it had 84.4% sensitivity, and if it failed positioning, sensitivity decreased to 66.3%. Thus, the exclusion of tissue, and especially posterior breast tissue, has a larger impact on patient care. Our study demonstrated that the largest percentage of excluded tissue was posterior regardless of imaging modality. Positioning errors, as a percentage of recalls, significantly increased for DBT (p < 0.0001). Furthermore, the exclusion of posterior tissue (as a percentage of recalls) with DBT compared to FFDM was significantly increased. These findings support that ongoing education in image quality remains necessary and important. 27, 28 Pal et al. 29 identified five factors that contribute to poor positioning: reluctance to repeat images (technologist and patient), patient difficulty, image quality evaluation inconsistency, insufficient time for patient care, and technologist engagement. Regardless of whether mammogram images are obtained with FFDM, DBT + FFDM or DBT + SynM, positioning remains the Achilles heel of breast imaging. An objective review of the technical recalls of a program provides an opportunity to increase education in positioning and decrease technical recalls that can cause anxiety among patients and workflow inefficiencies.
There are limitations to this study. In the early implementation of the study, FFDM and DBT imaging was included with each screening mammogram. At the time of the prospective technical recall, it was not required for the radiologist to identify if the technical recall was based on the FFDM or DBT portion of the exam. Thus, during this time, it may inflate or deflate the corresponding data during this interval. This study was performed at a single academic institution thus these results may not be generalized to other institutions.
Conclusions and Future Work
Mammographic positioning remains a major factor of technical recalls, which is important because breast tissue not included on the image is a potential source of missed cancers. This problem has been demonstrated in studies with screen film mammography, FFDM, and more recently with DBT. The current digital mammography imaging equipment has minimized some of the technical reasons for mammographic technical deficiencies. Investments in a screening program to improve and maintain optimal positioning have some financial burdens (personnel, instructors, etc.). However, the overall gain is improved quality of breast imaging and better patient care. The goal of EQUIP is to reinforce image quality and to encourage breast imaging practices to identify ways to improve image quality and positioning.
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